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Interviews by Hans Ulrich Obrist, Miles Thurlow, Julia Peyton-Jones, Briony Fer, Tamar Garb, John Yau, Gray Carrion-Murayari, Lutz Bernhardt, Tyler Green,
Fiona Bradley, Daniel Baumann, Alastair Socke, Robert Enright, Sophie Raikes, Mark Godfrey, John Reardon, Alison Wilding, Eric Bainbridge, Frances Morris,
Vincent Fecteau, Julienne Lorz. Alongside her career as an artist, 

The Best Fall Art Books of 2021: Modern and Contemporary

Unfinished Live offers a space and an opportunity to challenge the status quo and explore new possibilities while accelerating social impact. For 2021’s theme, The
Future Is Decentralized, influential leaders fostered conversation and deepened understanding of a new digital era that prioritizes people over platforms. From
September 23-24, 2021, Unfinished Live convened

Alex Israel Collaborates with Snapchat for Exhibition at

21/04/2020 · The process is one of balance and reconciliation, illuminated through drawings, photographs, and interviews Hans Ulrich Obrist. An editorial design
accomplishment by

Etel Adnan - Wikipedia

The Art of Noticing – Louisiana Channel Interviews Tomás Saraceno. 2020, Louisiana Channel, Berlin, Germany Events Beyond the Cradle 2019: Space and the
Arts. 2019, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA Events Engadin Art Talks: Grace and Gravity. 2019, Engandin Art Talks, Zouz, Switzerland
Exhibitions Galaxies Forming along Filaments, like
Where To Download Hans Ulrich Obrist Interviews

Atelier Bow Wow | Tag | ArchDaily

Etel Adnan (Arabic: ناندع ليتيإ;‎ 24 February 1925 – 14 November 2021) was a Lebanese-American poet, essayist, and visual artist. In 2003, Adnan was named "arguably the most celebrated and accomplished Arab American author writing today" by the academic journal MELUS: Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United States. Besides her literary output, Adnan made visual works in a …

Gerhard Richter Paintings, Bio, Ideas | TheArtStory


Ettore Sottsass: The genius who designed the 1980s - CNN Style

15/11/2021 · Interviews; On View; Dance Office; Listening In; PARADIGME; HUO's Unrealised Projects; The Uncanny Valley (In)Visible Hands; PUBLIC ART 2666; JUST FOLLOW ME! Reports; STUDIOS. Dune; Flash Art Mono; Archive. Shop; Subscription; INSTITUTIONAL SUBSCRIPTION; Contact → IN MEMORIAM: ETEL ADNAN. 15 November 2021, 9:00 am …

10 independent fashion magazines - STACK magazines

Manchester International Festival (MIF) is the world's first festival of original, new work and special events. The Festival is staged every two years in Manchester, United Kingdom.

On Etel Adnan: An Introduction | | Flash Art
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1 day ago · Archipelago, a new book by the philosopher Édouard Glissant and the curator Hans Ulrich Obrist, proposes an escape from the traps of globalisation and nationalism with visions for a decentralized and interdependent world. Archipelago is a ready-to-hand tool for building new politics, societies, and institutions to be carried and shared.

Life Stories of Jehovah’s Witnesses — Watchtower ONLINE Page 2/6
"As Hans Ulrich Obrist has been finding in a lot of his conversations, quite a lot of artists and designers would rather make gardens at the moment to ..."

All Conversations | Edge.org

Inspired by director Rem Koolhaas’ theme, "Fundamentals," Obrist recalled the first architects he ever met, Jacques Herzog and Pierre de ... And More Art

So far, the gambit is paying off: Maurizio Cattelan and Hans Ulrich Obrist have stopped by. Read More About: Greg Tate Robert E. Lee White House

Most-Read Stories Ahmed Morsi Searches for a 'Home

Art and revolution: 'the Biennial whitewashes the situation in Cuba' The imprisonment of rapper Denis Solis has led to a boycott of this year's festival

Designers "would rather make gardens" to avoid harming the environment. The trees have come back to life. Stopped crying. Like we will all do," she told him. "Times are hard. But in the 1960s we were singing 'we shall overcome' and we did. Good things repeat themselves like spring

Unfinished

Silvia Cubiña, the museum’s executive director and chief curator, encountered them later that year while listening to a presentation at the Manchester International Festival

Serpentine Galleries, said in a ...
Where To Download Hans Ulrich Obrist Interviews

Perpetual Provisional Selves: A conversation about


Serpentine Galleries

11/12/2014 · On December 4 at Art Basel Miami Beach, I was part of a panel titled "Instagram as an artistic medium," along with Hans Ulrich Obrist, Klaus Biesenbach, Simon de Pury, and Kevin Systrom, the CEO of Instagram. I gave a presentation about my project Excellences & Perfections [recently presented as part of the First Look online exhibition series], a carbon copy of a talk.
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28/10/2010 · Sternberg Press is a Berlin-based publishing house of art and cultural criticism, creative nonfiction, and literary and experimental fiction. Founded by Caroline Schneider in New York in 1999, it aims to support both new and established writers and nourish lasting editorial relationships. The press

STUDIO TOMÁS SARACENO

Artworks, films, articles, biographies, glossary terms and more. Explore Tate's growing collection of British and international art, and our archive of sketchbooks, letters and photographs.

125 Best Architecture Books | ArchDaily
Hans Ulrich Obrist. Known for publishing hours’ worth of interviews with the world’s leading artists, Hans Ulrich Obrist is the artistic director of London’s Serpentine Galleries. (Sottsass) was

Ai Weiwei Art, Bio, Ideas | TheArtStory

Founded by a well-versed group of fashion commentators, the biannual title has unique access to some of the most powerful and interesting individuals in the fashion industry, such as Raf Simons, Juergen Teller, Grace Coddington and Hans Ulrich Obrist. The result is a fascinating and critical account of the ideas and opinions of some of the biggest players in the field.

A Tribute to Alvin Lucier (1931–2021) | Frieze

Gerhard Richter (German: [ˈʁɪçtɐ]; born 9 February 1932) is a German visual artist. Richter has produced abstract as well as photorealistic paintings, and also photographs and glass pieces. He is widely regarded as one of the most important contemporary German artists and several of his works have set record prices at auction.

Virgil Abloh, Creative Genius Whose Vision for Fashion
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Etel Adnan’s California-inspired paintings will continue

Hans Ulrich Obrist interviews Anton Vidokle and Julieta Aranda about the history of e-flux. Daniel Birnbaum’s essay ‘Temporal Spasms’ Credits. Design Other Means. Technical realization Systemantics. FAQ. What are e-flux’s announcements? e-flux announcements are press releases for art exhibitions from all over the world. The announcement archive documents some of the …

Etel Adnan, celebrated writer who found late-in-life fame

17/11/2021 · Sally Mann: Vinculum Join Sally Mann at her studio in Lexington, Virginia. Filmed at work in her darkroom and within the surrounding landscape, she
discusses her exploratory approach to making and printing pictures, what draws her to the landscape of the American South, and her newest body of work, Vinculum.

Rem Koolhaas - OMA

06/12/2021 · Acclaimed composer Alvin Lucier, who explored the material properties of sound, died last week at the age of 90. While the “experimental” label is often overused, Lucier’s poetic yet scientifically inflected work often comprised actual experiments — whether amplifying his own brain waves, producing auditory maps with echolocation or teasing out the resonant

“The Earth is Trembling”: Édouard Glissant in conversation
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